Call For Sponsorship

Introduction
There are just too many negative science ction and
documentaries focusing on our aws. What the world
needs now is hope and inspiration for the future - and
that’s the aim of the SFC Film Festival. To serve as a
beacon of hope for the future, by bringing science
and art together. Inspiring the next generation of
scientists, engineers, artists and space pioneers.
Uplifting us all to build a united, peaceful and
progressive Space Faring Civilisation together.

Why should you sponsor this lm festival?
By sponsoring the SFC Film Festival you’ll be directly
reaching two hundred plus audience members on
the day. Those in attendance range from space and
sci- enthusiasts to lmmakers, and your marketing
stalls and video ads will be on display at the event.
On top of this, your name and brand will be credited
on our website and festival marketing materials,
where countless space & sci- fans around the world
will be exposed to your brand.
In addition, you will make valuable contacts and
connections at the SFC Film Festival, which could lead
to future collaborations with other professionals and
entrepreneurs in the lm, space and science
industries. And, apart from the wonderful advertising
opportunity, you will be investing in building a better
future.

On 9th October 2021, in Canberra Australia, the
SFC Film Festival will be the rst festival in the world
to bring together Optimistic Sci-Fi & Space
Documentaries. Our aim is to support and encourage
lmmakers to make more positive and inspiring lms
that revolve around space exploration, discovering
amazing realities about our universe and ourselves, in
both narrative and documentary forms.

Contact Masoud at SFC Films directly for more
information… and let’s reach for the stars together.
masoud@sfc lms.com
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Space Faring Civilisation (SFC)
Film Festival 2021

0432 902619

